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Because Your Computer Should Improve Your Life, Not Complicate It
No Nonsense Guides are here. With a plainspoken approach, these books are inexpensive starters that are light on idle chat and heavy on practical advice. They're lean and mean and stripped down to fighting weight, so you'll get from point A to point Z with instruction that's short and sweet, clear and concise. So, crack the cover and unleash enough useful information and helpful pointers to transform you into a first-rate Windows XP user.

What you'll do inside:

	Understand how Windows XP works  
	Customize interface colors and appearance  
	Control Windows XP through the mouse and keyboard  
	Install, run, and remove programs  
	Play and store music  
	Watch and record movies  
	Browse the Internet  
	Communicate via email  
	Save and organize data 


About the Author

Wally Wang is the author of the best-selling Steal This Computer Book (No Starch Press) now in its second edition, Visual Basic For Dummies, Microsoft Office For Dummies and Programming For Dummies.  When not writing computer books, he writes a monthly column, covering encryption, computer security, viruses, and password stealing, for Boardwatch magazine (http://www.boardwatch.com). He also co-authored the forthcoming Breaking Into Acting For Dummies with Hollywood Producer, Larry Garrison, scheduled for publication in the next month. Wally has been performing stand-up comedy since 1990, appearing on A&E's Evening at the Improv as well as performing regularly in comedy clubs in Las Vegas since 1997.
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VMware vRealize Orchestrator CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the configuration, programming, and interaction of plugins with Orchestrator to efficiently automate your VMware infrastructure


	About This Book

	
		Program with Orchestrator to automate and synchronize your infrastructure
	
		Integrate the base plug-ins into your workflows
	...
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Foundations of Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Architecture and Design)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005

	The book issued by two professors at MIT is intended to initiate a new approach in presenting and developing analog and digital electronics. Traditionally, analog and digital elements and circuits are given in separate courses. Here, the authors want to show that in presenting both topics (analog and digital), a deeper insight of the real...
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Sons of Fortune (Archer, Jeffrey)St Martin Press, 2003
"A master at mixing power, politics, and profit into fiction."-- Entertainment Weekly

"Archer is a master entertainer"--Time magazine

"Archer plots with skill, and keeps you turning the pages."--The Boston Globe

"Cunning plots, silken style... Archer...
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The Scandinavian Skincare Bible: the definitive guide to understanding your skinScribe Publications, 2021

	We get goosebumps if someone strokes our skin gently. The

	reason for this is

	that a tiny hair-erector muscle — the arrector pili, located deep

	in each hair

	follicle — responds to nerve signals from the brain. Our hairs

	stand on end,

	and the layer of air they trap protects us against the cold.

	The skin, our...
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Computational Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing: 12th International Conference, CICLing 2011Springer, 2011

	CICLing 2011 was the 12th Annual Conference on Intelligent Text Processing and Computational Linguistics. The CICLing conferences provide a wide-scope forum for the discussion of the art and craft of natural language processing research as well as the best practices in its applications.


	This set of two books contains four invited...
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Linux Network Security (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2005
Linux networks are becoming more and more common, but security is often an overlooked issue. Unfortunately, in today’s environment all networks are potential hacker targets, from top-secret military research networks to small home LANs. Linux Network Security focuses on securing Linux in a networked environment, where the security...
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